More strategies to enhance and balance ourselves:
Ever on the quest to raise consciousness I have added to my toolbox by creating a new therapy using active dousing, with charts developed by the Cowans; wonderful orchid essences from Scotland and enhanced understanding of crystals’ capabilities. The SCIO/INDIGO and Tune Me Up programs as well as Oxygen & Light therapies are ongoing practices that continue to have amazing results.

How do I get to the Next Level?
Using these ‘tools’ will enable us to identify and resolve impediments to spiritual growth as 96.6% of blockages are unconscious issues. This is not only an enjoyable experience but many are interested in learning how to dowse so I am developing modules to teach these techniques.

What to Expect: Amazing things happen when you have a genuine desire and intention to enter into a partnership with something much greater than you ever thought possible. This greater understanding, through the clearing of ‘road blocks’ in awareness, helps to dissolve longstanding patterns of stuckness, unresolved traumas and lifetime issues.

Like many of you, I have been going through some major shifts and changes. (see my first testimonial www.quantumru.com ) I believe that we have a deep desire, intention and willingness to change and raise our level of consciousness. When we heal ourselves, we not only perceive the world differently, we respond differently, we adapt more easily and affect those around us. My purpose is simply to be of service to help facilitate these greater levels of consciousness.
The Consciousness / Life Game

What emotions are you attracting?
What is your level of consciousness?
What is your contribution to peace?

* Based upon the research of Dr. David Hawkins (Power vs Force)
** Insight of Doug Henderson PhD
*** Heart Math Institute

“When the mind heals, the body follows” D.H.